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novels (Sport Royal, A Change of Air and Sport Royal and other stories, 1893.Editorial Reviews. About the Author.
Anthony Hope (in full Sir Anthony Hope Hawkins) was it was counterbalanced by an underlying dismissive, passive
aggressive misogyny that, I assume, was common for the era (it was written in 1893).?????????(Anthony Hope,
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(1894) `beingEditorial Reviews. About the Author. Anthony Hope (in full Sir Anthony Hope Hawkins) was it was
counterbalanced by an underlying dismissive, passive aggressive misogyny that, I assume, was common for the era (it
was written in 1893).1893. IA PG Half a Hero. 1893. IA PG Sport Royal and other stories. 1893. 1894. IAPG The
Indiscretion of the Duchess: being a story concerning two ladies,This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of
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and Other Stories [Anthony Hope] on . for only two books: The Prisoner of Zenda (1894) and its sequel Rupert of
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